Atom-atom partitioning of total (super)molecular energy: the hidden terms of classical force fields.
Classical force fields describe the interaction between atoms that are bonded or nonbonded via simple potential energy expressions. Their parameters are often determined by fitting to ab initio energies and electrostatic potentials. A direct quantum chemical guide to constructing a force field would be the atom-atom partitioning of the energy of molecules and van der Waals complexes relevant to the force field. The authors used the theory of quantum chemical topology to partition the energy of five systems [H2, CO, H2O, (H2O)2, and (HF)2] in terms of kinetic, Coulomb, and exchange intra-atomic and interatomic contributions. The authors monitored the variation of these contributions with changing bond length or angle. Current force fields focus only on interatomic interaction energies and assume that these purely potential energy terms are the only ones that govern structure and dynamics in atomistic simulations. Here the authors highlight the importance of self-energy terms (kinetic and intra-atomic Coulomb and exchange).